A TECHNOLOGY BREAKTHROUGH . . .

RED HI - LO TEMP MULTI - PURPOSE GREASE

Interlube RED HI- La Grease represents a great breakthrough in high non-melt lubricant technology. Continuous research has resulted in this superior product, a popular multi-application lubricant.

RED HI-LO . . .

- Reduces substantially maintenance costs, downtime, and lubrication frequency.
- Will pump easily at low ambient temperature and still provide excellent lubrication at high bearing temperature.
- Has no melting or drop point.
- Reduces substantially maintenance costs, downtime, and lubrication frequency.
- Its red color allows a visual check as to our non-melting claim.
- Thoroughly tested under severe shop conditions.

All these advantages and savings can now be realized with RED HI-La because of this lubricant breakthrough by Interlube Corporation.

starved, overworked, overheated bearings need this non-melting lubricant.

A fantastic claim. ..

NO MELT (HI) and MINUS -300 F (LO)

Our representative will gladly prove this point!